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26, 2013 – The 2014 FIFA World Cup winners Brazil got their first taste of World Cup football on Saturday morning at the Azteca
Stadium, where the international friendly with a strong Mexican squad ended up being a 2-1 win for Brazil. Mauro Silva’s opening goal

had Brazilians celebrating after a 1-1 draw with Mexico in the group stage of the FIFA Confederations Cup, while the result was a
major boost for a team on the brink of World Cup elimination. Brazil need a result Brazil’s salvation came in the second half, when a

header by Philippe Coutinho and a brilliant bending finish by Fred gave the World Cup winners victory. The result was a very big boost
for coach Dunga, who has seen his side go from winning the Confederations Cup to scraping a final spot in the World Cup. The 22-year-
old Fred, making his Confederations Cup debut, was the star of the show for Brazil, with the striker proving his quality when he found
the net on a fine pass from Neymar that perfectly finished the game. Mexico came out firing, playing with intensity and speed against

Brazil, but a first-half mistake saw the tie go to halftime goalless. Brazil were then able to take advantage, a mistake from Mexico
goalkeeper Oswaldo Sanchez leading to an opening goal in the 48th minute, when Silva’s header slipped in from a corner. The referee
allowed the equalizing goal to stand despite replays clearly showing Brazil striker Luis Suarez holding Nedved before the ball crossed
the line. The international tussle allowed the ball to be moved slightly and it ended up being deflected into the net. Football in the sun

The match was played in a hot sun, and Brazil struggled in the heat, with the team captain Dani Alves breaking his finger in the
second half. Mexico’s best chance came when Hector Herrera nearly found the net from close range, before making a great challenge

to keep the score at 1-
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